
SCROOGE 

Who are you? 

 

MARLEY 

In life I was your partner, Jacob Marley. 

 

SCROOGE 

Can you . . . sit down? 

 

MARLEY 

Yes. 

 

SCROOGE 

(gesturing to the chair) 

Then do it. 

 

MARLEY sits, stares at SCROOGE, who is staring back, rubbing his eyes. 

 

MARLEY 

You don’t believe in me. 

 

SCROOGE 

(summoning his courage) 

I don’t. 

 

MARLEY 

Why do you doubt your senses? 

 

SCROOGE 

Because . . . any little thing affects them . . . 

 

(his courage building) 

You may be an undigested bit of beef, a blot of mustard, a crumb of 

cheese, a fragment of an underdone potato. There’s more of gravy than of grave 

about you, whatever you are! Humbug, I tell you! Humbug! 

 

At once, MARLEY stands and lets out a mournful cry that reverberates through 

the room. SCROOGE falls to his knees in fear. 

 

MARLEY 

Ahhhh! Scrooooooooge!!! 

 

SCROOGE 

Mercy! I beg for mercy! Why do you trouble me? 
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MARLEY 

To warn you, Ebenezer! It is required of every man that the spirit within him 

should walk abroad among his fellowmen, and travel far and wide; and if that 

spirit goes not forth in life, it is condemned to do so after death. It is doomed to 

wander through the world--oh, woe is me!--and witness what it cannot share, but 

might have shared on earth, and turned to happiness! 

 

SCROOGE 

(studying MARLEY) 

You are bound by chains . . . tell me why? 

 

Music begins. 

 

 

 

 

MARLEY 

Why!? Why?! Because my spirit never walked beyond the narrow limits of our 

money-changing hole! I made this chain, link by link and yard by yard! 

And now, weary journeys lie before me! I cannot stop . . . I cannot rest! 

(Holding up his lengthy chain) 

Oh, captive-bound . . . and double-ironed! 

 

I WEAR THIS HEAVY CHAIN OF MY OWN MAKING; 

THERE’S NO MISTAKING 

WHO IS TO BLAME. 

BY MY OWN HAND I FASHIONED IT WITH CHOICES, 

IGNORING VOICES 

CALLING MY NAME. 

 

THIS CHAIN OF ALL MY SINFULNESS AND SELFISH 

PLEASURE 

IS ALL THAT’S LEFT BEHIND OF ALL MY WORLDLY 

TREASURE. 

THIS CHAIN THAT BINDS MY SOUL IN OUTER DARKNESS 

EVERMORE; 

THIS CHAIN IS ALL YOU HAVE IN STORE! 

 

SCROOGE 

What chain? I have no chain! 
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MARLEY 

(with a frightful cry) 

Ahhhh! 

(holding up the chain) 

It was as long and as heavy as this, seven Christmas Eves ago. You have labored 

on it, since. It is a ponderous chain! 

 

DO YOU NOT FEEL THE WEIGHT THAT YOU ARE WEARING? 

THE CHAIN YOU’RE BEARING 

LONGER THAN MINE? 

 

SCROOGE 

Speak comfort to me, Jacob! 

 

MARLEY 

I have none to give. 

 

PEACE MUST COME TO YOU FROM OTHER PLACES, 

FROM OTHER FACES 

A LIGHT WILL SHINE. 

 

Music continues under dialogue. 

 

MARLEY 

Ebenezer, hear me . . . no man can feel enough regret to compensate for a life that 

has been misused! Yet, such was I . . . Oh, such was I! 

 

SCROOGE 

But you were always a good man of business, Jacob . . . 

 

MARLEY 

(crying out) 

Business! Mankind was my business! The common welfare was my business; 

charity, mercy, benevolence . . . they were all my business. The dealings of my 

trade were but a drop of water in the comprehensive ocean of my business! 

(HE flings his chain loudly on the floor) 

At this holy time of year, I suffer most. Why did I walk through crowds of my 

fellowman with my eyes turned down, and never raise them to that blessed Star 

which led the Wise Men to a poor abode! Were there no poor before me? Could I 

not see them? 

(singing) 

 

THIS CHAIN OF ALL MY SINFULNESS AND SELFISH 

PLEASURE; 
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IS ALL THAT’S LEFT BEHIND OF ALL MY WORLDLY 

TREASURE. 

THIS CHAIN THAT BINDS MY SOUL IN OUTER DARKNESS 

EVERMORE; 

THIS CHAIN IS ALL YOU HAVE IN STORE! 

 

SCROOGE 

No! Please, Jacob, leave me! 

 

MARLEY 

NOW I BEAR THE WEIGHT OF MY OWN BLINDNESS; 

I SHOWED NO KINDNESS 

TO THOSE IN NEED. 

SELFISHNESS AND GREED; THEY BOTH CONSUMED ME, 

AND NOW HAVE DOOMED ME! 

O MAN, PAY HEED! 

 

You will be haunted by Three Spirits. 

 

Music continues. 

 

SCROOGE 

I think I’d rather not. 

 

MARLEY 

Without their visits, you cannot hope to shun the path I tread. Expect the first tomorrow 

when the bell tolls One. 

 

The bells and clock chiming from before return and build in volume to the end of 

the scene. 

 

SCROOGE 

Couldn’t I take ‘em all at once, and have it over, Jacob? 

 

MARLEY 

Expect the second on the next night at the same hour. The third upon the next 

night when the last stroke of Twelve has ceased to vibrate. Look to see me no 

more; and look that, for your own sake, you remember what has passed between 

us! 

 

A loud crash of thunder and a flash of lightning overtake the room as 

MARLEY escapes and disappears. A desperately frightened SCROOGE is left 

standing alone, and is clutching the cash box from under his bed to his chest. 
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